
It’s the attention to detail that makes the difference

THE BIFOLD DOOR
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Genesis
Bifold24

WELCOME TO THE  
GENESIS COLLECTION

We looked at the various window and door systems on the 
market and realised that none of them offer the style, quality and 
performance that we’d want in our own homes. It was the attention 
to detail that was missing, so we researched the market – both in 
the UK and Europe – and selected the best products in each sector.  
And then we set about making them even better.

The result is the Genesis Collection,  
a suite of doors and windows 

Genesis Bifold24 – designed to connect your home and garden in a way no 
other door can, Bifold24 is warm, secure and extremely versatile. Available in 
a wide range of colours and options, Bifold24 is ‘A’ rated for energy efficiency, 
PAS24 enhanced security compliant and can be configured in 19 different ways, 
in combinations of anything from one to seven panes.  

Genesis Patio24 – the quality sliding patio door in our Genesis Collection is 
also PAS24 compliant and comes with Graf welded sashes for an engineered 
timber appearance and with a mechanically jointed frame for ease of access. The 
Genesis Patio24 is available with a low threshold and extensive colour options.

Genesis Flush – a traditionally styled flush casement window that’s available in 
two options. You can choose the unique mechanically jointed system that ensures 
the windows look like traditional timber, or the Graf welded option to create the 
look of engineered timber. It’s available with PAS24 enhanced security, we’ve 
uprated the seals and gaskets, and we’ve created it to ensure that no glass 
bonding is required. As a result, Genesis Flush offers attention to detail like no 
other flush sash casement on the market.

The philosophy behind The Genesis Collection is to take great products and 
make them better. It’s the attention to detail that makes the difference … and you 
can see it in every Genesis door and window that we make.

Genesis VS – like Genesis Flush, our Genesis vertical sliding sash window is 
also available with a mechanical jointed system or Graf welded, offering two 
different but traditional looks. It comes complete with added wind and draft 
baffles, slide guides, upgraded traditional hardware, colour coded pile seals, 
additional gaskets and uprated seals, as well as the option of PAS24 enhanced 
security. Once again, we’ve ensured that every detail of the window has been 
researched and made to be the best that it can be. 
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NOTHING OUTPERFORMS  
GENESIS BIFOLD24

Bi-folding doors offer unrivalled versatility, connecting inside and outside in a way that no other door 
can. They blur the line between home and garden, not just filling your home with a sense of light and 
space, but – if you want them to – redefining the way you live in your home.

Genesis Bifold24 represents the peak of PVC-U bi-folding development. It has been designed and 
developed from the ground up, taking a wish list of everything a bi-folding door should offer and 
delivering it, one item at a time. 

From ‘A’ rated energy efficiency and PAS24 enhanced security compliance, and available in a wide 
range of colours and options, Genesis Bifold24 has it all.

It’s all about the detail.… 
The stunning looks of the Bifold24 aren’t just down to its unique range of colour options – although 
they play a big part. It’s innovative design features are complimented by the latest seamless GRAF 
weld technology used to weld every corner with amazing results.  

No other bi-folding door comes close…

Genesis
Bifold24
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STYLE AND QUALITY 
IN EVERY DETAIL

As you’d expect from the Genesis Collection, Bifold24 looks incredible and 
offers industry-beating performance.

But it’s the detail that really makes it stand out...

It has been designed and engineered to make sure that it slides back and 
forth effortlessly, with only the lightest of touches. That’s down to the steel 
tracks and reversible guide wheels unique to Bifold24. All of the hardware 
has been designed specifically for this doorset, from the fully adjustable 
hinges, the low profile handles that allow the sashes to stack virtually flush 
and even the premium magnets that keep the sashes in place and stop them 
creeping back when open.

More than just a bi-folding door…
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It’s the attention to detail that makes the difference
GenesisBifold24
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ENERGY SAVING  
ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY 

Our door’s innovative design means robust, long-life 
weather performance and best in class security with 
future-proof PAS24 compliance and top of the range 
secure hardware.

Modern PVC-U is a precision-engineered, 
sustainable, fully recyclable material with superior 
thermal efficiency offering significant energy savings 
in the home. PVC-U is a responsible choice with an 
expected lifespan of at least 35 years and when it 
does reach the end of its life it can be recycled up to 
ten times. New from old.

But don’t just take our word for it… the Building 
Research Establishment’s authoritative Green Guide 

rates PVC-U as equal to or better than timber in 
a number of key areas, including sustainability, 
environmental impact and energy efficiency.

Genesis Bifold24 easily achieves  
a thermal Doorset Energy Rating  
of ‘A’…

This door offers impressive performance; none more 
so than its DSER ‘A’ rating that comes as standard 
using 28mm double glazed glass units. Switch to 
44mm triple glazing to drop from a U-value of 1.3W/
m2k to an ‘A+’ rating with a U-value of 1.0W/m2k.

G

A

Genesis
Bifold24
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SECURITY AND  
PEACE OF MIND

Using the latest technology, Genesis Bifold24 combines class-leading 
frame design with high security locking systems and hardware. The result is 
an enhanced security PAS24-compliant bi-folding door that brings complete 
peace of mind, while never compromising on looks or performance. 

• PAS24 enhanced security compliance

• Custom hardware and security designed specifically for this door

• Deeper lock depths

• Choice of three thresholds (standard, low and ultra-low internal)

• Approved Document M compliant (with low threshold)

• Safety glass as standard

Genesis
Bifold24
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SMOOTH OPERATOR 

Genesis Bifold24 has a world of applications – situations where a bi-folding door 
can be used to break down barriers between separate spaces with a wider opening 
than you get with other door systems. It’s not just for connecting your home and 
garden – Bifold24 can connect any spaces, making rooms bigger, brighter and 
more airy.

• Extensions

• Orangeries

• Balconies

• Swimming pools

• Summer houses

• Home offices

• Internal room dividers

• Commercial and retail buildings 

The perfect door to open up your world…

Genesis
Bifold24
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COLOURS, FINISHES 
AND HARDWARE

The Genesis Collection is all about taking something great and making it even 
better. With Bifold24 our range of stunning colours, woodgrain finishes and 
sleek, high security hardware help to do just that.

Nothing is standard about the Genesis Bifold24, 
and there’s nothing standard about our colours, 
finishes and hardware.

Genesis Bifold24 comes in 30 beautiful colours, in any combination you 
choose. Want one colour outside and a different one inside to complement 
your home décor? With Bifold24 you can.

To add the perfect finishing touch we have a suite of sleek bespoke hardware 
in a range of colours. Not only do they look fantastic, they meet and exceed 
modern security standards and offer enhanced security PAS24 compliance, 
giving you complete peace of mind.

Genesis
Bifold24
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Brilliant White White Cream Light Ivory Agate Grey Pebble Grey

Silver Grey Basalt Grey Slate Grey Anthracite Grey Anthracite  
Smooth

Shadow Black 
Smooth

Windsor Balmoral Monument Oak AnTeak Mountain Pine Natural Oak

Light Oak Irish Oak Golden Oak Rosewood Beck Brown Walnut

Regency Siena Dark Green Steel Blue Dark Red Chartwell Green
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If you’re looking for the 
very best for your property, 
Genesis Bifold has it all..

Here are just some of the reasons why the attention to detail really does 
make a difference

 Best colour choice - 30 colourways

 Best security - PAS24 certified

 Best energy performance - A rating

 19 different door configurations

 10 year manufacturer’s guarantee

 Low maintenance – never needs painting or treating like a traditional  
 timber window
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IMAGINATIVE DESIGN OPTIONS

Genesis Bifold24 is available in 19 different configurations. 
The choice is yours…

Bifold24 offers the ultimate in versatility; whatever you want it to do, it can be configured to meet 
your needs. It offers an incredible 19 different configurations, ranging from one to seven sashes. 
It has three different thresholds: standard, low threshold and ultra-low room divider. With an 
overall width of up to six metres and each sash up to one metre wide, less profile means slimmer 
sightlines and more glass. This maximises light and space without interrupting your view.

Genesis
Bifold24
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Genesis Bifold24 connects your home and garden in a way that no other door can,  
filling the room with space and light.

Designed to make a difference to any property... old or new
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Warm, secure and extremely versatile, Genesis Bifold24 is everything a PVC-U bi-folding door should be.
Designed to make a difference



Facebook: TheGenesisRange
Twitter: TheGenesisRange

T: 0800 138 3838
E: sales@genesiscollection.co.uk
W: www.genesiscollection.co.uk

It’s the attention to detail that makes the difference

www.genesiscollection.co.uk


